Introduction
Adaptive embedded systems are systems that must be capable to dynamically reconfigure in order to adapt to e.g., changes in available resources, user-or application driven mode changes, or modified quality of service requirements. The possibility to adapt provides flexibility that extends the area of operation of embedded systems and potentially reduces resource consumption, but also poses challenges in many aspects of systems development, including system modeling, scheduling, and analysis.
In embedded systems, tasks are usually assumed to execute periodically according to classical realtime scheduling policies such as rate monotonic scheduling, other fixed priorities, earliest deadline first, or first-in first out [3] . For systems with non-periodic tasks or non-deterministic task behaviors fewer general results exists. Automata models have been proposed to relax some of the assumptions on the arrival patterns of tasks. In the model of task automata (or timed automata with tasks) [7, 5] , the release patterns of tasks are modeled using timed automata [1] , such that a set of tasks with known parameters is released at the time point an automata location is reached. It has been shown that the corresponding schedulability problem for this bigger class of possible release patterns is decidable, i.e., the problem of checking if for all possible traces of a task automata, the released tasks are schedulable (or not), assuming a given scheduling policy. The theory is implemented in the TIMES tool [2] .
In this work, we propose a framework for modeling and analysis of adaptive real-time embedded systems based on the model of task automata (see Section 2). Our extension allows for modeling of, e.g., adaptive embedded systems in which decisions to admit further tasks is based on available CPU resources, or systems in which tasks with high quality of service can occasionally be replaced with alternative lower quality tasks when the CPU load is too high. We use a smartphone system example to illustrate our approach (sections 3 and 4).
Adaptive Task Automata
Adaptive task automata are an expansion on the framework of finite state automata. First, finite state automata are extended with real-valued clocks to become timed automata [1] . Next, in the work by Fersman et al. [7] the notion of timed automata has been augmented by associating states of the automata with releases of tasks (executable programs) resulting in task automata.
In the same work, Fersman et al. have proved that it is possible to check the schedulability of a model created using task automata, under the assumption that the computation times, hard deadlines and priorities of the tasks are known.
Choice of the next state in a task automata is regulated by the guards on the edges between states. These guards are conjunctions of formulas of type x i ∼ C or x i − x j ∼ D where x i , x j ∈ C are real-valued clocks, ∼∈ {≤, <, ≥, >} and C, D are natural numbers.
While a task automata can be checked for schedulability, the information about schedulability is not accessible within the task release automata in the previous work. In this work, we are presenting an encoding of the schedulability problem that enables the use of predicates for checking schedulability in edge guards.
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3 10 10 4 Call t vc 2 10 10 3 Video Chat t mm 1 10 10 7 Multimedia: max quality t mm 1 10 4 Multimedia: medium quality t mm 1 10 3 Multimedia: low quality Once the schedulability predicate has been added to a guard on the edge, the choice of the next state in automata can be determined by potential schedulability a system related to releases of different tasks. This novel encoding enabled us to model and verify systems that can conditionally release tasks according to the potential schedulability of those tasks.
An Example: An Adaptive Smartphone System
To demonstrate the idea behind our adaptive task release system, let us look at an example that would benefit from such a feature. Modern smartphone devices support multitasking and yet have quite limited resources available for realizing their functionality. We propose a solution that enables an idealized phone to adapt to the current situation on-the-fly by a dynamic restriction of a quality of service provided to the user.
The basic assumption is that the software in the smart phone is being executed in cycles. During each cycle, a series of short tasks that handle different applications are being executed. These tasks are presented in the Figure 1a . The applications that we have chosen for this example are: phone call, video call and multimedia. The user has the ability to turn on and off these applications at arbitrary moments in time. The status switch of the respective application will not be immediately reflected in the currently active task set, instead, the task set will change during the next cycle.
Tasks are described by four parameters: P -task priority, T -task period, D -relative deadline, Crequired execution time. The multimedia application has three variants of the task corresponding to the three quality settings. Only the highest quality multimedia task has a period (t mm ), while the other two act as replacement in case the highest quality task cannot be executed.
The release model needs to choose a proper quality setting needs based on the amount of CPU time available while maintaining as high quality setting of the multimedia application as possible.
Graceful quality reduction
In order to meet all of the deadlines given in the Figure 1a , it is necessary to devise a method for graceful degradation of the quality of the multimedia application. Assuming a fixed priority scheduler, we model the scheduler and task queue as a timed automata inspired by the previous work [7] . In this model, we can observe the interference of higher priority tasks on any task.
To model the real-time task behavior, we need to keep track of the cumulative interference on some task t i (by assigning it an integer variable r i , and after releasing the task itself add its computation time to the value). This in turn lets us record the amount of computation time that has been dedicated to processing that interference and the task itself (a clock variable c i ), as well as how much time has elapsed from the release of task t i , which is measured by the clock d i . Clock d i can be compared to the relative task deadline to get available time before the deadline. This approach has been previously investigated in a different context [6] .
These variables are being updated throughout the simulation of the system, regardless of whether the respective task is actually released or not (except the case where the task would have the highest priority in the system, therefore entailing no interference). Assuming task t i running, the question is, whether releasing task t j of higher priority than t i , would cause t i to miss its deadline. The answer is given by evaluating the predicate
In the above predicate, r i − c i represents the total required computation time to complete execution of the task t i assuming all interferences that have been previously released. The right-hand side of the inequality, D i − d i , represents the leftover time to execute t i before its deadline. Comparing these expressions gives us the amount of interference that can be added to t i , without compromising its timely completion.
To address the problem described above, we have implemented a simplified version of this predicate on the lowest priority multimedia task. It chooses the maximum quality variant of the multimedia task that will still have time to execute as seen in Figure 1c . To ensure that we always choose the highest possible quality, we have established priorities between the synchronization channels Figure 1b that are used to release the tasks. Channel priorities are described in detail in [4] .
